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Abstract 

THE CONCEPT AND LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE TRANSGRESSION 

OF THE LIMITS OF SELF-DEFENCE AND NECESSITY 

 

As the name suggests, this Master’s thesis examines the concept and legal 

consequences of transgression of the limits of self-defence and necessity. Self-defence 

and necessity, together with other circumstances excluding illegality, belong to the 

fundamentals of criminal liability. If all their conditions are fulfilled by some action, 

which would otherwise give raise to criminal liability, then these legal institutions 

exclude not only criminal liability, but also illegality of such action (i.e. such action is 

considered lawful). 

The purpose of the paper is to provide complex and understandable analysis of 

these two crucial legal institutions. The analysis is mainly focused on conditions of 

these legal institutions, which form their limits; determination of conditions which, if 

not met, constitute the transgression of the limits of self-defence or necessity, and 

content and cases of fulfilment or failure to fulfil these conditions. (Thus, the cases of 

the transgression of the limits of self-defence and necessity are examined.) After the 

analysis of such excesses, the thesis addresses specific issues connected with their legal 

consequences. 

The thesis is based on Czech legal regulation, namely the Criminal Code, Act N. 

40/2009 Coll., and does not include comparison with foreign legislation. Excluding 

introduction and conclusion, the thesis is divided into six parts. The parts are subdivided 

into 15 chapters and 17 subchapters. 

The first part follows the historical development of self-defence and necessity. 

The first chapter of the historical part is focused mainly on Roman law roots. It also 

contains brief remarks on the development of these two legal institutions until 

approximately the half of the 19
th

 century. The second chapter then deals with the 

development of legal regulation of self-defence and necessity on the territory of the 

Czech Republic from 1852 to the present. 

The second part is dedicated to the circumstances excluding illegality, among 

which we include necessity and self-defence. The first chapter of the second part 
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focuses on general features and functional mechanism of these circumstances, 

considering two different approaches to the concept of illegality. The second chapter 

gives a short overview of existing legal regulation of the circumstances excluding 

illegality, and it also contains (in a subchapter) an excursus on the relationship between 

the legal institution of lawful use of weapon and conditions of self-defence and 

necessity. The last chapter of this part investigates how the change in the concept of 

crime in current Criminal Code affected circumstances excluding illegality. 

The third part of this thesis is focused on the legal institution of necessity. Firstly, 

the matter of generality of necessity is examined within a separate chapter. The 

subsequent chapter investigates the essence and purpose of the legal institution of 

necessity. One of the most important chapters of this thesis is the third chapter of the 

third part. It deals with conditions that have to be met in order to exclude illegality 

through necessity, while also analyzing various transgressions of the limits of necessity. 

Its first subchapter delimits the required conditions; determines the conditions which, if 

not met, constitute the transgression of the limits of necessity and connects such 

conditions with particular types of excesses. The second subchapter contemplates 

whether there are some subjective aspects of required conditions. The following 

subchapters deal individually with each condition and with the corresponding kind of 

transgression of the limits of necessity (if any). 

The fourth part is devoted to the legal institution of self-defence. The first chapter 

of this part briefly describes the relationship between necessity and self-defence. The 

following chapter investigates the essence and purpose of self-defence. The third 

chapter of the fourth part follows the same outline as the third chapter of the third part 

and it is also equally important. The fourth chapter deals with the issues of determining 

the attacker, mutual assault and brawl
1
. The fifth and last chapter of the fourth part 

examines automatic defence systems. 

Specific legal consequences of the transgression of the limits of self-defence and 

necessity are the subject of part five. The first chapter of the fifth part deals with 

particular issues which are in such cases related to culpability. The second chapter 

examines ways offered by current legal regulation, how take into consideration that a 

crime was committed while transgressing the limits of self-defence or necessity. 

                                                
1 According to Czech legal regulation, namely s. 158 of Criminal Code, Act N. 40/2009 Coll., “Brawl” is 

considered crime. The closest offence to it is affray, which is known in most common law jurisdictions. 
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The sixth part of this thesis deals with errors of fact about the circumstances 

excluding illegality. 

In the conclusion of this Master’s thesis, the author tries to make a brief 

evaluation of current Czech legal regulation of the legal institutions of self-defence and 

necessity. He contemplates whether the current legal regulation is sufficient and 

suggests certain changes of it. 

The thesis is based on legal regulation as applicable to 15
th
 April 2012. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


